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Abstract 

The leak-before-break (LBB) analysis of pressurized piping and vessels, which is developed during the past 
three decades, is an important rule for assessing pressure vessels,especially nuclear equipment. LBB is an 
advanced technology for the safety and dependability of structures in nuclear reactors, as well as in the 
petrochemical industry. This paper introduced the concept of leak-before-break with its analytical process, and 
enumerating the some LBB analytical methods,then introduces the theories of Fuzzy reliability to evaluation the 
reliability of structures. LBB technology has a good prospect in development and application, which is of great 
importance to the modern industry. 
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1.Preface 
Pressure pipeline is made up of pressure vessel, piping, steam engine, pump and so on. 

All sort(s) of lacuna is ubiquitous in such equipment. Because of any fracture and 
invalidation can possibly result in casualty.  And then people cry for taking dependable 
safety precautions in order to avoid the accident occurring. 

Formerly Double-Ended Guillotine Break of pressure pipeline is treated contriving 
benchmark accident. Afterward it is found that the probability of Double-Ended 
Guillotine Brea accident is very little, treating it as contriving benchmark accident will 
get more kicks than halfpence. If Leak before Break analysis technology of pressurized 
piping and vessels will be taken in the design, it can avoid Double-Ended Guillotine 
Break of piping. It can not only insure the security of nuclear reactor, but also leave out 
some unnecessary establishment and reduce complicated degree of the structure of 
nuclear reactor and expenses of fabrication. 

In the first place, this paper synoptically  introduced  basic conception, applicable 
area, primary process of LBB technology, and then it emphatically introduced 
mathematical model of blurry appraisement 

2.  LBB analysis theories 

2.1 definition of LBB 

 In order to ensure structure with lacuna of crack has adequate dependability, LBB analysis 
demand: before it lost stabilization and breakage, crack befallen adequate liquid leakage in 
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order to ensure it can be observed in time, and between finding leakage crack losing 
stabilization it has enough time in order to ensure carry out measure treat with security. 

2.2 Applicable area of LBB analysis 

According to American nuclear energy manage committee, LBB analysis is the same with 
big diametrical pipeline and vessel that can not be dandified and destroyed because of other 
degradation mechanism. 

2.3 The basal step of LBB analysis  
The more intact LBB analysis method mostly involves: 

(1) Ensure load and stress of configuration: ensure load in the course of nature normally 
function and earthquake load when  safely  stopping  reactor, include moment、
internal pressure、axial force、 thermal force and so on . Calculate relevant stress 
distributing and distinguish which stress exert an influence on crack plasticity lost 
stabilization 

(2) Ensure material quality: in common use material quality in LBB analysis is stress 
strain curve, succumb limit and intensity limit stress、critical stress intensity gene Kc, 
J resistance curve and so on. 

(3) Ensure crack locality and figure: in straight pipeline, sometimes analyzing 
circumferential and axial surface and prerogative crack, but in most instances, 
circumferential crack is more dangerous, so some steps of LBB analysis emphasize 
study circumferential prerogative crack and surface crack. 

(4) Leakage inspects systems analysis:  include Leakage inspect method sensitivity and 
so on. 

(5) Ensure minimal crack dimension that can be measured by Leakage inspect systems:  
commonly choosing ten times of safe abundant degree. 

(6) Ensure critical crack dimension a crit that arise lost stabilization expanding. 
(7) Calculate time tLBB from starting leakage to crack lost stabilization. 
(8) Stability analysis of Collectivity: judging component include that if crack befallen 

plasticity lost safety breakage. 
(9) Stability analysis of localization: 
(10) Roundly assessing analysis result, judging if it meets LBB qualification. 

3 Typical LBB analysis method  
     R6 method 

In R6 method linear and stretch stress intensity gene should be less than rupture intensity 
and additional load should be less than plasticity ultimate load of structure with lacuna , 
namely 

1≤rK ,                       Eq. 1 
max
rr LL ≤

In above formula,  
Kr------dimensionless stress intensity gene   Lr--- dimensionless load  

max
rL ------ Plasticity lost stability load 
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In thirdly publication of R6, Kr  and Lr are defined as :  
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In above formula, σy  can be commutable σ0orσ0.2 , so 
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Besides above methods ,there are Paris-Tada method、GE.EPRI method, Z gene method 
that is suggested by American atomic energy commission、G gene method that is suggested by 
Japanese atomic energy project central laboratory, probability rupture mechanics method and 
so on. 

4. Reliability analysis of Pressure pipeline structure with lacuna 

4.1 Mathematic model of fuzzy evaluation 
Fuzzy evaluation is a method that quantifies fuzzy information using basal theory 

subjection of fuzzy mathematics, and logically selects ingredient field value and then 
quantificational evaluate multifold ingredient using traditional mathematical method and so 
scientifically elicits evaluation conclusion, its merit is that it can not ignore ingredient which 
is different in degree. 

When applying Fuzzy evaluation, firstly we found ingredient affecting evaluation 
concourse, afterward estimator found evaluation ingredient concourse and evaluate each 
ingredient, thereby obtain evaluation matrix. Finally relevant weight number and evaluation 
matrix form systemic evaluation matrix, thereby work out systemic total score and then 
compare with safety grade. Mathematic model of fuzzy evaluation as follows: 

TSCF ∗=                                                        Eq. 4  

In above formula, F---- systemic total score     C---systemic evaluation matrix 

ST --- relevant ingredient progression 

BAC ο=   

In above formula, A0 -----each ingredient weight distributive concourse 

B----total evaluation matrix 

                                                   Eq. 5 
iii RAB ο=

 

In above formula, 
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0
iA  --- Relevant generational ingredient of each ingredient weight distributive concourse 

Ri-----relevant evaluation matrix of each ingredient 

4.2 Fuzzy ingredient analysis of reliability of Pressure pipeline 
4.2.1 Fuzzy character of load  

When system functions, system member endure multifarious load, reliability analysis need 
ensure actual distributing and distributing character Of those load and stress, it can only gain 
according to statistical method via actually measure load (stress) time course, however, load 
(stress) that is used by traditional intensity design is actually approximation. So load and 
stress must be analyzed by fuzzy mathematics method, and experience and knowledge of 
deviser is synchronized in order to overcome deficiency of statistical data. 

4.2.2 Fuzzy character of invalidation rule 

In LBB analysis, for size of crack and number of leakage, different literature have different 
rule, clear conception does not exist between safety and unsafety, only having relative 
conservative and non conservative rule. So invalidation rule has fuzzy character. 

4.2.3 Fuzzy ingredient during design 

Including Experience of designer, Correctness of physical model, Rationality of structure 
design parameter. 
4.2.4 Fuzzy ingredient during manufacture and checkout 

Fuzzy character exist within logical degree of selecting and using material, jointing quality, technologic 
and installation precision, diathesis of checker and precision of testing equipment. 

4.2.5 Fuzzy ingredient during function and control 

Function and stakeout control system involves amass of fuzzy ingredient such as veracity of 
controlling critical number, correctness of men and meter’s judgment, hysteretic of manipulator and so 
on. 

4.3  Fuzzy evaluation of reliability of Pressure pipeline 

(1) Integrality: evaluation ingredient should reflect reliability level of avoiding member 
vibrating; do our best to live up to roundness, precision, credibility, availability. 

(2) Convenient character: Estimate value should be easily ensured according to 
experimentation data or statistic when checking data.    

(3) Comparable character evaluation ingredient and evaluation method should 
correspondingly steady, with unitize index value, so that we can compare during 
different function time of the concentric system or the same system 

(4) Advanced characters: we should make the most of domestic and overseas reliability 
rule and mature reliability evaluation method  
Suppose member vibration reliability influence ingredient concourse  

U=(u1,,u2,u3,…,um) 

And ensure evaluation concourse 
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V=(v1,v2,v3,v4,v5)( excellent, nicer, middling, eligible. Unqualified ) 

Fuzzy matrix is  
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It is evaluation matrix,     

[ 521 ,,, iii qqqQ …= ]  It is single ingredient fuzzy evaluation concourse corresponding 

evaluation ingredient ui and is fuzzy subset of concourse V , qij  is subjection degree of 
No. ui evaluation ingredient toward evaluation concentricity. 

Q is fuzzy connection of U×v, it can be marked Q=U×V 

(U, V, Q) is evaluation space defined. 

Each ingredient ui   of evaluation index concourse U is different and important degree 
of each ingredient is also different. Each evaluation index is endowed with weight ai 

according to important degree of each index, so that fuzzy subset A=(a1,a2,…am)of 
concourse U can be gained. It is called weight set, otherwise suppose that fuzzy integrated 
evaluation concourse B is fuzzy subset of concourse V and is fuzzy transform of concourse 
(A,Q) namely: B=A·Q=(b1, b2, b3, b4, b5), the meanings of bj(j=1,2,3,4,5) is subjection 
degree of evaluation object toward No. j element of evaluation concentration when 
synthetically taking  into account all influence ingredients. Calculational methods of B can 
adopt ordinary matrix, namely 

( 5,4,3,2,1
1

=⋅= ∑
=

jqab
m

i
ijij )                          Eq. 7 

According to select rule of above evaluation ingredient, we make Pressure pipeline member 
vibration check index system, namely evaluation ingredient. It involves five facets :(1) 
material reliability(2) reliability of design and make precision(3) reliability of chemical 
engineering production course(4) reliability of external environment（5）reliability of operator 
and manager.  

Thereat we found ingredient concourse as follows: 

U=( u1, u2, u3, u4, u5)=( material reliability, reliability of design and make precision, reliability 
of chemical engineering production course, reliability of external environment, reliability of 
operator and manager) 

According to difference of significance of each evaluation ingredient, we found weight set 
A=(0.12, 0.15, 0.23, 0.28, 0.30) 

In order to ensure material number index, we use five to show each ingredient of alternative 
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set, we found alternative set 

V=(v1,v2,v3,v4,v5)( excellent, nicer, middling, eligible. Unqualified) 

=(5,4,3,2,1). 

Single ingredient judgments adopts fuzzy statistical method, it lets each expert participating in 
judgments mark off grade on each evaluation ingredient according to pre-establish evaluation 
standard, and then in turn count frequency of each evaluation ingredient grade .So we gain 
Single ingredient fuzzy integrated evaluation matrix: 
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Fuzzy integrated evaluation: 
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( )192.0,145.0,286.0,374.0,068.0
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Judgments of Fuzzy reliability level will be obtained according to add weight average 
method: 
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This number will be used to compare during different function time of the concentric 
system or the same system in order to qualitatively judge height and low level of system’s 
reliability. 

5 Conclusions 

All in all, LBB analysis affords a very good method to safety evaluation of Pressure 
pipeline. Comparing with traditional method, it can not only exert enormous effect on safely 
function of Pressure equipment with lacuna, but also reduce function cost and unceasingly 
make use of some equipment that were judged to wastrel by traditional linear and stretch 
mechanics method. These days research production in this field has been gradually applied 
on equipment of nuclear power station in many countries, and gradually some of evaluation 
criterion and standard comes into being. In our country, significance of LBB technology has 
been already recognized by many experts. Lacuna evaluation problem of Pressure vessel has 
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been attached importance to and many important productions have been achieved. But at 
present, LBB analysis research is done insufficiently yet. Thoroughly and systematically 
Studying this problem and using it in design and construction of nuclear power reactor will 
necessarily produces huge societal and economical benefit and will exerts momentous 
significance on development of our country’s nuclear energy and chemistry industry . 
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